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Is there really an insider underground trading society where Hedge funds and algorithms are all
on the same side of the trade?”THE MOST EPIC WALL STREET, CRYPTO FINANCIAL CRIME
THRILLER EVER,” — VERVEWhen she blows up her account in a day trade gone awry, she
dives into a morally corrupt abyss of Wall Street to earn it all back, and finds danger with a
hedge fund gang member who steals her heart, giving new meaning to the words, "I lost
everything."Thank you for the purchase of this book. 5% of all net proceeds are going to Breast
Cancer Alliance in honor of the world’s greatest author, Jackie Collins. RIP Jackie, I love
you.“Get ready to ride the rails into the depths of hell,” Ex-Trader, Anonymous, 8 years in
Prison     “QUEEN GAMBIT but for the stock and crypto world.” John Bernstein     “Can't
even believe how a person can lose so much money. Wow.” Jennifer Koswalski     “A
captivating Wall Street thriller that grabs you by the hair and doesn't let go. Couldn't stop reading
once I picked it up, loved it. And Noel...WANT.” Linda Feinberg     “She's a magician with
words... really takes you into the Queen's chair of day trading, nothing else out there like it.” Bob
Murphy.     “A very good read . . .one that will leave you shaken for a very long time. Is this
really how the market works?" Kyle H.The book has already hit #1 on Ebook Library under New
Releases and this financial thriller takes you into the queen’s chair of day trading. When she
loses everything in a day trade gone awry, Jolette Marco takes a job on a trading floor at a top
brokerage firm, dealing with hedge funds and the world’s top 1% of high net worth individuals
and investors.When she meets Noel Sheffield, a maverick broker at a rival firm, he takes her
under his wing and shows her the real ropes of Wall Street, and how the game is really played.
The book takes into account all the manipulation that happens in the Crypto, Bitcoin, Stock and
NFT markets and shows the retail guy trying to fight Goliath but coming up empty.In the end, our
heroine... blows the top off of everything, while very likely fighting an addiction to day
trading.About the author:Juliana Jones is the bestselling author for HEDGED. She started her
career in San Francisco at Robertson Stephens working in the Venture Capital Group, was
promoted to Institutional Sales, and then transferred to New York where she was hired at
Morgan Stanley as a Senior Vice President. She ended her career at Carlin Financial, the firm
talked about in Michael Lewis’ financial thriller, Flash Boys.CONTACT:Twitter:
@citygirljInstagram: @citygirljulianaWebsite: www.citygirllovescoffee.comMedia inquiries:
julianajonesHEDGED@gmail.comCurrently, she is Chief Investment Strategist for a proprietary
trading account and runs the esteemed website www.citygirllovescoffee.com Volatility trader.
She day trades and then tastes lattes   around the world.
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even believe how a person can lose so much money. Wow." Jennifer Koswalski     "A
captivating Wall Street thriller that grabs you by the hair and doesn't let go. Couldn't stop reading
once I picked it up, loved it. And Noel...WANT." Linda Feinberg     "She's a magician with
words... really takes you into the Queen's chair of day trading, nothing else out there like it." Bob
Murphy.     "A very good read . . .one that will leave you shaken for a very long time. Is this
really how the market works?" Kyle H.From the AuthorAbout the author:Juliana Jones is the
bestselling author for HEDGED. She started her career in San Francisco at Robertson Stephens
working in the Venture Capital Group, was promoted to Institutional Sales, and then transferred
to New York where she was hired at Morgan Stanley as a Senior Vice President. She ended her
career at Carlin Financial, the firm talked about in Michael Lewis' financial thriller, Flash
Boys.CONTACT:Twitter: @citygirljInstagram: @citygirljulianaWebsite: inquiries:
julianajonesHEDGED@gmail.com Currently, she is Chief Investment Strategist for a proprietary
trading account and runs the esteemed website. Volatility trader. She day trades and then tastes
lattes  around the world.About the AuthorJuliana Jones is the bestselling author for HEDGED.
She started her career in San Francisco at Robertson Stephens working in the Venture Capital
Group, was promoted to Institutional Sales, and then transferred to New York where she was
hired at Morgan Stanley as a Senior Vice President. She ended her career at Carlin Financial,
the firm talked about in Michael Lewis' financial thriller, Flash Boys.CONTACT:Twitter:
@citygirljInstagram: @citygirljulianaWebsite: citygirllovescoffee.com Media inquiries:
julianajonesHEDGED@gmail.com Currently, she is Chief Investment Strategist for a proprietary
trading account and runs the esteemed website citygirllovescoffee.com Volatility trader. She
day trades and then tastes lattes   around the world.Read more
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Juliana JonesH E D G E D

First published by CG HOLDINGS 2022Copyright © 2022 by Juliana JonesAll rights reserved.
No part of this publication may be reproduced, stored or transmitted in any form or by any
means, electronic, mechanical, photocopying, recording, scanning, or otherwise without written
permission from the publisher. It is illegal to copy this book, post it to a website, or distribute it by
any other means without permission.This novel is entirely a work of fiction. The names,
characters and incidents portrayed in it are the work of the author's imagination. Any
resemblance to actual persons, living or dead, events or localities is entirely coincidental.Juliana
Jones asserts the moral right to be identified as the author of this work.Juliana Jones has no
responsibility for the persistence or accuracy of URLs for external or third-party Internet
Websites referred to in this publication and does not guarantee that any content on such
Websites is, or will remain, accurate or appropriate.Designations used by companies to
distinguish their products are often claimed as trademarks. All brand names and product names
used in this book and on its cover are trade names, service marks, trademarks and registered
trademarks of their respective owners. The publishers and the book are not associated with any
product or vendor mentioned in this book. None of the companies referenced within the book
have endorsed the book.Disclaimer: Juliana Jones is not an investment advisor (anymore) and
these are not investment recommendations. Information provided is ‘use at your own risk’. It is
entertainment only and any investment on your part into these securities as at your own doing.
Make sure you do your own due diligence before investing. Thank you.As an Ebook Library
Associate I earn from qualifying purchases.First editionThis book was professionally typeset on
ReedsyFind out more at

This is written for every trader out thereWho has ever lost money in the market.I’ve been there.* *
*And for Marc.Who knew everything…Yet nothing at all.* * *Five percent of all net proceeds of
this book will be donated to Breast Cancer Alliance in honor of my favorite author, Jackie
Collins.RIP, Jackie. I love you.

“There is in every one of us, even those who seem to be most moderate, a type of desire that is
terrible, wild, and lawless.”— Plato, The Republic“The mind of a trader… highly intelligent. And if
you can beat the market, you’re f*cking brilliant.”— Ex-Trader, 7 years in prison“A gambler with a
system must be, to a greater or lesser extent, insane.”— George Augustus Sala

1Chapter 1I wanted to stop. I didn’t want to do it. But I was lying in bed… and I couldn’t help
myself. The craving arrives, it overwhelms me…It comes without warning… and I’m in it
again.Oh, God, it feels so good. This position.This is it… this is it.Don’t stop… don’t stop. That’s
it, keep going…I’m elated. I’m in ecstasy. I need more. Much more. I’m in over my head again. I’m



in way too deep… but I can’t stop myself.I won’t.I don’t need to, my other side argues.You’ve got
this.You 100% got this.I stare straight ahead. My eyes hold a dangerous gleam. My senses are
all heightened; everything takes on a visceral sense. I am in another state, another world,
another mind. My heart races and its good today. So good.My cat, Sam, enters my bedroom. He
jumps on my desk and sits beside me, erect and kingly.I grab my mouse and it falls into my hand
as easily as the apple Adam took from Eve, and I click and click, buying more and more.I’m
sitting in front of six computer screens… and I’m day trading. I’m in a Chinese stock tied to
cryptocurrency: SOS and it’s going higher… and higher.I bought in way too high days ago, and it
had plummeted. I was going to leave it alone, let it ride, not sell out of my other positions, but I
had to.Because if I averaged down and bought more, I would make more… eventually… when it
popped.And boy, was it about to!It just broke out of a descending channel and hit a new weekly
high. The stock was still hammered; I managed to get my account back up to $211,000 from
$25,000 when I blew up trading Apple options. What a nightmare that was.But I came
back.Because I always come back.I’m a trader.A fucking trader.I can, and do, beat the market on
a daily basis.And today will be no different.Today I will win.Because that’s what it’s all about:
winning.And I’ll always be a winner.My finger twitches… I hit the keys… stocks flash in green
and red, a dizzying narcotic blur of columns and numbers. Warp speed… Everything’s a blur.
The blinds are closed; there are no reminders that a real world of duty or drudgery exists beyond
my seductive cocoon.Assurance and wisdom fill my enormous green eyes with radiant
luminosity as the stock ticks up.The phone rings. Ignore it, I tell myself. I’m too close now…On
the fourth ring, I hear it: “Jolette, it’s Paul. I’ve left you four messages. Will you ever call back?”I
see a spider walking across the cover of my FORTUNE magazine. I lift the magazine, carry it
over to the open window, and set the spider free.On the cover is a large photo of hedge fund
extraordinaire Steven Benson staring right back at me. The article asks: “Manipulator or
Visionary?” I stare at Steve Benson’s photo more intently. He’s perfectly coiffed with a king-of-
the-world smile. I’d give anything to work for him someday.Sitting back down at my desk, I reach
for my red bandana and wrap it around my forehead. I study charts assiduously. My heart
pounds with increasing speed. Adrenaline burns through my bloodstream.I check the stock
message boards: From TexasTrader12: “I am out with my girl and saw the price. My boner
exploded through my pants and knocked over the table.” From BlockChainStar: “Hold til 80!
Don’t sell!” with the stupid Leonardo DiCaprio GIF from the Wolf of Wall Street.I turn to the chart
again. And I’m astonished that one can make this fast, this easily, this much money with the click
of a mouse.I start to click and unload the shares as the stock goes higher and higher, clicking
and screaming, “OHHHHHHH YESSSSSSS!!!”Selling into the momentum, I keep going. “YES!
YESSSS! YESSSSSS! And a glorious message pops up on my screen: “You sold 8,800 shares
of SOS at $9.03, net profit +$15,654.”I’m manic, euphoric, orgasmic!“We did it, Sammy!”
Jumping out of my chair, wearing short-shorts and a white T-shirt, I kiss my cat on my desk and
twirl around! “FIFTEEN GRAND IN THE BAG!”“That’s fifteen thousand, not fifteen hundred,
Sammy – fifteen THOUSAND DOLLARSSSS!”Sitting back down in my chair, I stare at my



screens, contemplating my next trade.I’m lost in a high so incredible, I will chase it again and
again for all the rest of my days.I check the chart of Bed Bath and Beyond. It looks delicious. I
back up the truck and buy in. A tasty 7,000 shares.I also see a new trending cryptocurrency,
Vechain. Also looks juicy. I buy in. It’s only .12 cents so I can buy hundreds of thousands of
coins.Let’s go…Making one dollar is too many.Making fifteen thousand is never enough.Bring it!

2Chapter 2I burst into the air doing a 10 foot wheelie on my mountain bicycle ignoring the
warning signs that read: DANGER: MEN WORKING!I land on the ground with a BAMMMMM
and grin and speed up like a madwoman.Riding my bike with my childhood friend, Brittany, we’re
cutting corners at unprecedented speed, racing each other through Pacific Heights. We’re both
twenty-seven years old and have been best friends since we were five.Careening around a
corner, we blow through a stop sign, blazing down another hill, almost missing a parked car.I
brake in front of a traffic light, not even bothering to unhook my custom Sidi’s from the pedals. I
maintain the bike in perfect, stationary balance. Just the right height for two guys in business
suits in a BMW convertible to admire the results of my workout regimen.“We’re long a million
shares of Rip.”Overhearing this, I turn to them with ecstatic eyes. “It’s a short… Check out the
new currency Dragonchain.”“Huh?”“Buy 300,000. Sit on it a week or two. Then blow out when it
hits 490.” I crack a smile. They’re impressed.The light turns green and I tear off down the windy
street. “Hey, wait a minute!”But I’m gone.I swerve between two cars with six inches to spare,
hedging it with pure precision.* * *Brittany and I ride until we reach our final destination, the
Clipper Yacht Club, the most prestigious marina in the San Francisco Bay area. Home of many
fine boats and yachts, this exclusive club has an illustrious array of visiting motor yachts, housing
eight hundred slips.Brittany jumps off her bike and puts her arm around me. “You always win,
Jolette,” she says, out of breath.Inwardly, I grin, but I don’t rub it in. “Lunch is on me, my
friend…”* * *The crowd on the Yacht Club balcony is young, restless, and loud. A live band plays
in the corner. We devour three plates of shrimp and grilled vegetables, and I’m still hungry. “I
want steak, Britt.”“That’s not on the menu for team triathlon training. Fish, vegetables, and plenty
of carbs.”“Are we really going to do this?”“Yep. This is going to be our year to win it!” Putting
another shrimp in her mouth, she washes it down with a glass of Evian.“The Triathlon, Brittany?
You know I don’t like being on a team, even if it’s just for training.”“It’ll be fine. We’re going to do
great!”Her face lights up and I can’t help but love her enthusiasm. Brittany’s a cool, willowy
blonde with classic style and an aspiring model. Her aquamarine eyes compliment her fine
porcelain skin and perfect bone structure.“So what’s happening with your job, are they offering
you any covers?”She nods.“Wow, Britt, that’s great! Congratulations. Why didn’t you say
something?”“It’s just a call back. I don’t think I’ll get it.”“You’ll get it.”“You really think so?” she asks
lightly.“Of course you will. Why wouldn’t you?” I assure her, wiping my hands on a napkin.“You’re
right, but if they don’t call, should I call them?”“They’ll call,” I say, and lean back in my chair. My
gaze shifts to the Arioso; a huge, opulent mega-yacht with helipad, a glass encased swimming
pool, and a triumph of amenities. “I want my father to upgrade to that.”“Your father’s houseboat is



perfectly fine. Humble, yet charming in its own way. How’s he doing?” she asks, carefully. “Are
you still worried?”I put my sunglasses on and take a sip of my iced coffee, nodding.“You haven’t
slept, have you?”“Been up the past forty-eight hours trading.”“Gee-sus. Help your father then.
You’re good at what you do.”“He doesn’t believe in me.”Brittany turns and looks over the crowd.
“Oh great, Paul Zucker’s here.”I look over at his table. He’s sitting with a group of five hedge fund
managers, cocky and rowdy. He’s a prominent Wall Street analyst known for his arrogance and
tailored suits, but everything he makes goes right up his nose.“He despises you, you know that?”
Brittany acknowledges.“…Now there’s a heartbreaker.”“What did you do to him?” she asks,
raising a perfectly groomed eyebrow.“I don’t even remember.”I turn to Paul. His shrewd eyes are
assessing and bear into mine. He raises his glass to mine. Smart and calculating, he possesses
Ivy League mannerisms and his perfectionism runs deep.“If only I had the chance, Britt, I could
do what they do, only better.”“You can’t take a balance sheet to bed with you, Jolette.”“Wanna
bet?”The blades of a helicopter slice the wind making a loud TICK. TICK. TICK. sound, blowing
our hair, and making it impossible to hear.A Bell-Boeing 609 tiltrotor appears in the sky. It hovers
over the Arioso and lands on its helipad.We watch as the doors open, and a perfectly groomed
man in a Caraceni business suit steps off. He’s thirty years old and stunning. Electric blue eyes
radiate effortless confidence. He walks onto the yacht.“Now there’s a heartbreaker…” Brittany
says dreamily.He has blonde hair parted to the side, an athletic body, and expensive good looks.
He deftly makes his way through the crowd, reading his cell phone.Bikini-clad bodies, oiled and
gleaming, lie by the Arioso pool, and look up at him. A Slavic blonde, with cheekbones that could
slice butter, shoots him a long look. Russian Oligarchs, Kuwaiti Royals, and other global jet-
setters sip cocktails and survey him.“Who’s that?” I ask.“Noel Sheffield. A killer Wall Street
broker in his prime. Cultured. Charming. Troubled. Dangerous… ”We sit in contented silence
watching him.“He’s a risk taker and a heart breaker. Dated some models I work with. I have to
get myself a boyfriend…” Brittany admits.“Relationships – they’re like money, easier made then
kept.” I take out a roll of cash and signal for the waitress. “I have to go. My father’s birthday party’s
at four. Are you sure you can’t come by?”“I have that fitting at four thirty. Will your brother be
there?”“Probably,” I reply, and rise from my chair. “Stay here then, enjoy dessert.”“I
shouldn’t.”“You should.”“Thanks, Jolette. And don’t forget, first day of practice is Wednesday,
5:00 a.m. You’ll be there, right?”“Yes…” I say, manufacturing a smile.I get up exposed to every
stare, but my eyes remain solely fixed on The Arioso… and Noel Sheffield.* * *I see Paul Zucker
standing outside in front of my bike. He’s talking with someone in a heated manner… Someone I
only see the back of.“What happened?” the guy asks.“No, that’s the first thing I asked him. He
came back from New York, empty. Benson didn’t buy in!”“Where is he?”“Yeah, he’s there. I
mean, you’re on this, Noel, right? The clients I have in Sequenom – We need Benson!”I check
my watch and can’t be late for my father. I walk closer, and as I approach them, I see Paul’s
talking to Noel Sheffield.“All right, I’ll take care of it,” Noel says.They see me and freeze with their
mouths gaped open.“Excuse me.”They move aside, and I pull my bike out of the stand.I jump on
it and take off, catching eyes with Noel Sheffield, and my heart skips a beat.



3Chapter 3Arriving at the smallest slip in the smallest marina in Sausalito, I chain my bike to a
lamp post.The soft sound of the clanging sails and seagulls calling from above relaxes me, and
the waterfront is naturally peaceful. Looking across the scalloped harbor, I take in the panoramic
view of Mount Tamalpais and its hillside homes. They’re so discretely nestled against a beautiful
green backdrop, it looks like a scene from a postcard.My adorable eight year old twin nephews,
Devin and Dan, sit on the dock, dangling their feet in the water. When they see me coming, they
get up and charge towards me. “Aunt Jolette’s here!”I bend down and they hurl themselves into
my arms. “How are my sweet princes?!” I ask, smothering them with kisses. They’re so cute with
their white blonde hair and matching navy blue polo shirts.Reaching into my jacket pocket, I pull
out some candy. “Guess what I brought for you?”“Crunch bars?!” Devin guesses.“Yep!” I hand
them each their favorite treat.“Thank you. Do you want to see our magic trick?” Dan
asks.“Sure.”He pulls out a stack of cards. “Now I’m gonna make all these disappear.”The twins
go into hocus pocus theatrics and Dan shakes his hand wildly. The cards go flying, the trick
doesn’t pan out.I take their cards and begin a magic trick. The twins watch spellbound. “Now
where’s your card?” I ask, having fun with them.Devin points to a card.“Are you sure?”He nods. I
release the card and they’re wrong. “Remember, it’s never as it appears.”They laugh and take
their back cards. We start to walk to my father’s houseboat and Devin reminds me, “You’re still
coming to our Career Day, right Aunt Jolette? You promised you’d talk about the stock
market.”“Yes, yes, of course. Anything you need. When is it?”“November 17.”I make a mental
note to write it down in my calendar. “I won’t forget.”My stomach tightens in knots as we get
closer to my father’s houseboat. A new coat of brown paint can’t hide the numbers of years on it.I
have a plan. I don’t want him to worry about anything.And I hope it works.* * *“Happy birthday to
you…Happy birthday…dear Dad… happy birthday to youuuuu!”Sarah, my older sister, carries
the cake. Her husband, Lee, a steady guy who’s a math teacher, stands beside her. My brother,
Troy, a rebellious jock with a halo of jet black hair, sits in the corner drinking a beer as we all sing
happy birthday to my father, the weathered, widower patriarch of our clan.We had a mother, and
then we didn’t, and it was that fast.My father blows out the candles, and smiles. He’s a tall,
handsome man with a serious and dignified demeanor who’s never been consumed by luxury or
extravagance. He lives a humble, quiet life on his houseboat and has so for years.“How does it
feel, Dad?” I ask. “The big 6 0?”
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Miles C. Miller, “Great read. Great read. Very enjoyable and hard to put the book down. It
provides good insight into the ugly stock market operations that obliterate retail traders/
investors. I lost a lot in the stock market over several decades and am still learning. It would
have benefited me to have read such a book many years ago.”

MARILYN GOTTESMAN, “Loved!!!!!. This is a fun and educational book at the same time! I love
the characters in the book. The twist and turns are so unusual. Its a fast read.”

Gerald P., “Brilliant. There are not many books that I can read straight through in one sitting, but
this is one of them. Jolette Marco is a character every woman should aspire to be. She is smart,
a go-getter, and knows how the market works. When it takes her for a fall, she gets the ultimate
revenge. I've run a hedge fund for 25 years, and have seen the best of market shenanigans.
This one is raw, and spot on the money. Juliana Jones tells a riveting tale. This goes down as
one of the best Wall Street, crypto books in history. I can't wait to see the movie. I'm already
hearing big actors are hankering to play these roles.”

toni dragon, “Entertaining and informative book regarding the life of a day trader.. I enjoyed
getting into the mind of a day trader as I knew little about it. I found the book to be very
informative. I would ignore the one star review because it appears to be personal. If you are
reviewing a book, why would you ask "Who is this person" because it has nothing to do with the
book. That review also refers to facts that aren't in the book. Seems like a personal vendetta.
The review, if you call it that, should be removed.”

Katherine, “Get the rush of trading without the consequences. EPIC!!!. This debut novel was
amazing, Julianna took me on a rollercoaster ride that I didn't want to get off. Her knowledge of
wall street and how it works is beyond eye opening. The book is intelligent, risky yet soulful.I
can't wait to see the movie.”

Laurence Connelly, “Captivating!. I took it with me on my vacation and what a great love story. I
cried. A classic in the Romance novel. Plus you learn things about Wall Street...”

The book by Juliana Jones (Citygirl!) has a rating of 5 out of 4.2. 11 people have provided
feedback.
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